Our Mission

Our mission is to educate players on traditional and novel culinary techniques in a stimulating environment that encourages healthy, spirited interaction between players. We want to encourage culture consciousness, curiosity, and compassion through cooking, in order to cultivate a lasting change.

How it works

Vendors engage in real-time, friendly competitions on unique setups that are entirely location-based. With an arsenal of cooking utensils specific to their locations, vendors and players are able to virtually prepare traditional/cultural dishes. Players vote on which recipe selection is being cooked by voting for their favorite. Any remaining ingredients by new recipe or cooking pack purchases are donated to charities and food banks fighting world hunger. Once made, cook and learn and do so for a worthy cause.

Taste Buds

Connect with your friends and family and cook together! With taste buds, you can give and receive recipes, upload your own dishes in the kitchen through Flavoryles, and teach other players how to prepare certain dishes.

Instant Translation

Chat with your competitors and/or fellow chefs! The chat feature includes a built-in translator so language isn't a barrier to a kitchen. These features are available in game along on the TasteBud App.

Throughout history, food has been a globally understood medium that has strengthened the interaction between basic human necessity and the complexity of human life. Food assumes measures of intimacy, the forms a distinct facet of universality, providing a clear offering to maintain an emblem of parity and interconnectedness. I believe that all food is made rich with character, culture, and care.

With this in mind, I understood the cooking experiences in a dynamic, competitive virtual reality video game that gives back with a "Cook to Care" mission. In an age of pervasive technology, we must strive to maintain an emblem of practicing the beauty and complexity of humanity. Thus, I hope, can be achieved on a modern platform that desires a Way Fun to appreciate the deeply sublime nature that exists in food.